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Vibrant health begins in the cells. Learn how to transform your dog s cellular health with the power

of nutrigenomics in this ground-breaking new book. Nutrigenomics (a combination of the words

nutrition and genome) is the study of how the foods we and our pets eat speak to our cells to

regulate gene expression, which in turn plays a huge role in determining whether a person or animal

will live a life of vibrant health, or one plagued by illness.Scientists now know that while we can t

change the genes we are born with, we can change how those genes behave, which is exactly what

authors W. Jean Dodds, DVM and Diana Laverdure-Dunetz, MS show us how to do in, Canine

Nutrigenomics: The New Science of Feeding Your Dog for Optimum Health from Dogwise

Publishing.
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As the owner of Hooper, one of many of the Successes Jean outlines in the book, I am so glad that

this book was written. Over many years, I have been fortunate to interact with Dr Dodds or as my

wife and I call her Aunt Jean. And had I not sent an email to her on 12/30/2011 desperate for any

glimmer of hope for our little guy (which was responded to the same day by Jean), I know we would

have lost him in a matter of weeks if not days. We instituted the liver cleansing diet and within a day

my dog went from barely eating to ravenous for his new diet. I have been home cooking for him with

the same exact recipe for almost 4 and a half years and other then the normal issues expected with

a 16 year old dachshund, Hooper is doing great! Given what we learned while dealing with all of

Hooper's issues, I knew a lot about the diet, supplements, and recommendations referenced in the



book. But still learned so much more that can be applied to Hooper and our other dogs. I don't want

to rehash all of Hooper's issues as Jean does that well enough, but to properly give due credence to

the over night change in Hooper's health and how the diet saved his life I will share this. Hooper

visited the vet over 25 times in 2011 and only 2 times in the following 2 years after Jean responded

to my email/prayer. Those two time for checkups unrelated to his prior stomach issues. I have had

the pleasure of getting to know Jean as well as one can being 3000 miles away. And she has

helped our dogs countless times always in a caring and decisive manner and has amazingly always

been right no matter what the problem or issue without ever meeting my dogs...truly amazing. All

this being said, as someone that lived a Jean Dodd's miracle, my message would be to take a

PROACTIVE approach with your dog's diet.
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